Since the quarter system at UCSB allowed only three lectures for each topic, I planned to present each topic by featuring a particular musical work and closely examining the governmental system that influenced it. In addition to varying the historical periods, I wanted to feature different countries, different political systems, varying genres, and different tactics by the composers to deal with each political situation. In this way, students (mostly juniors and seniors) would be exposed to a historical overview, as well as variety in the type of music they listened to. (See Appendix I for syllabus for Music and Politics, arranged for a six-week summer term.) The course would begin with a genre that would be unfamiliar to most (the medieval motet) and end with something extremely familiar (rap). In addition to listening to music, I wanted to make the class extremely visual in nature, including a "Focus on Art" for each era that would make the historical style immediately recognizable by emphasizing the same properties as the music. For some periods this was quite challenging: What do you choose as a "Focus on Art" for slave music, since the art produced by slaves was often even more fragile and underappreciated than their music? After consultation with other scholars I finally arrived at the idea of slave quilts. Although most of the priceless examples that survive today are housed in museums, they were originally produced from materials at hand-often scraps of fabric from the main house. They were purportedly used as signals in the Underground Railroad, they retained stylistic features from the slaves' country of origin, and they performed a utilitarian function. All of these features can be applied to slave songs, as well.
Some of the "Focus on Art" assignments required active participation, for instance, the "Illuminating Kit" which could be checked out from the Arts Library. A surprising number of students choose to illuminate as an extra credit project. The supplied model color images from Le Roman de Fauvel allow a great deal of choice. While some students paint architectural details, others prefer to paint humans and animals:
Film was another visual medium that brought historical eras to life. We watched recreations of court music in Elizabeth, Baroque opera in Farinelli, and a newsreel of Furtwängler conducting the overture to Die Meistersinger in an armaments factory. These and other films gave us a better sense of how this music functioned in its social context. Finally, as a General Education Class fulfilling the Arts Requirement, the course was Writing Intensive, meaning that students had to write 1800 words in some format. Rather than a single paper, I asked students to write 300-word "journals" on six of the nine topics, which they would submit together in a folder. That allowed me to make ongoing comments on their writing, and to see its progression over the course of a quarter. Again, because of the intensive nature of the quarter system I made frequent short presentations of writing principles from Joseph Williams, Style: Toward Clarity and Grace, dependent upon the problems I assessed from their writing. I often presented examples of model prose on music and politics, for instance Gunter Grass's unforgettable description of Heinrich Schütz in The Meeting at Telgte:
He did not come alone. The Königsberg cathedral organist, who had made a name for himself well beyond the borders of Prussia as a composer and a publisher and was known in particular for the successive volumes of his "arias," was accompanied by his cousin Heinrich Schütz, Kapellmeister at the court of Saxony, who was on his way to Hamburg and then to Glückstadt, where he hoped to find a long-coveted invitation to the Danish court. There was nothing more to keep him in Saxony. In his early sixties like Weckherlin, but more robust than the Swabian, who had worn himself out in government service, Schütz was a man of austere authority and stern grandeur, whom no one (except Albert, and he only in part) could fathom. His presence-far from overbearing, he seemed troubled by fear of being in the way-raised the tone of the poets' gathering but at the same time reduced the measure of its importance. A man whom no group could endure had come to their meeting.
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Sometimes these readings were articles from the New York Times, for instance, the report on the concert of the Vienna Philharmonic of Beethoven's Ninth that took place in the quarry at the former Mauthausen Concentration Camp, and the ensuing controversy about not only the performers, but the repertoire in respect to this venue.
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I also wanted students to fully engage with each topic, rather than simply learn terms and dates. I chose questions for their journals that had no right or wrong answer, rather they necessitated that the student absorb the readings and think about how the topic applied to them. In the Wagner segment, I asked students, "If Wagner were alive during the Third Reich, would he willingly have served as its musical leader?" For the Wozzeck topic, students practiced role-play in their writing: "You are a psychiatrist who has been asked to evaluate a new Patient, Johann Christian Wozzeck. What is your diagnosis, and how might you help him deal with his daily life? (No drugs.)" This query has resulted in endless creative evaluations, suggesting yoga, family therapy, divorce from Marie, a warm puppy, as well as pleas for medication.
In lecture I usually introduce each topic with an overview of the setting and governmental system. In the case of Philip the Fair (1285-1314), the setting is Paris in the early 14 th century, which then had a population of around 200,000 (and a life expectancy of approximately 30!). Highlights of his reign include: war with England and Flanders; the assault on Pope Boniface VIII (1303); the removal of the papacy to Avignon (1309-77) ; the suppression of the Templars (1307-14) ; the expulsion of the Jews in 1306; the marriage contract of his four-year-old daughter Isabelle with the future Edward II of England; levies of fines against the populace; and uniform coinage. (Many of these events can be supplemented with color slides.) This overview leads easily to Lecture 2, a discussion of the poem by Gervais de Bus, the medieval motets featured in class listening, performance practice of medieval music, and finally, Lecture 3: the medieval aesthetic in art (illustrated with medieval manuscripts); materials used to create medieval manuscripts (which I pass around in class); and finally medieval warfare as portrayed in Braveheart.
Even back in 1997, when I first began to plan this course, UCSB was adventurous on the digital front. Instructional Development at UCSB graciously offered to audio stream the listening examples for each unit so that students could access the listening from their laptops rather than use up endless hours of staff library time in listening booths. When a new class web platform (powered by Moodle) came on the scene, I put the entire class online. Not only did Moodle allow students to submit commentaries and receive comments online, but it also input their grades in a grade book. It had other intriguing features that seemed made to order for the class: online discussion streams, announcements of upcoming events (for instance, guest speakers and exams), the ability to post folders with relevant art and political images, and most importantly, links to other web pages. One of our favorites I found by chance while searching for links on illuminated manuscripts: British Museum Turn the Page Books. This site posts the star manuscripts of the British Museum, allowing you to magnify images, manually turn the pages, and hear commentary about each leaf. In Mozart's Thematic Catalogue, one can even hear a fortepiano rendition of each theme. Since many of my students do not read music, this is an opportunity for them to hear the music, rather than just look at a manuscript. Like many of my assignments, the issue of choice is fundamental. While many students are intrigued by the depictions of farm life in the Lutrell Psalter, engineering students are attracted to Da Vinci's sketches of war machines.
The format of the class allows me to experiment as well. (Music and politics is an ever-evolving topic, after all.) During the last two summer sessions, an attorney and graduate student in music theory, Leo Fishman, has given a very popular lecture called "Obscenity and Insanity," defining the legal definitions of those terms. (A number of my students are invariably pre-Law.) When Michael Moore's Fahrenheit 9/11 premiered in theaters, we discussed the audience reaction and whether, as many film scholars posited, the film was documentary or propaganda. Last summer, I invented a feature called "Ask the Author." One student and my Teaching Assistant each submitted a question to Shirli Gilbert, author of one of our readings on music in the Holocaust.
3 Professor Gilbert responses to both questions were read in class the next week. What began as a suggestion from a colleague, Music and Politics has been an extremely gratifying teaching experience that has allowed me to continually enlarge my knowledge of the subject matter. (I taught a new class, Music in Political and Propaganda Films at the UC Washington Center last fall.) Moreover, my students inform me of new films, web pages, and recordings in what has become a twoway learning process. I hope that this article will stimulate ideas for other classes.
